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Tiffani Thiessen is beloved for her roles in Saved by the Bell and Beverly Hills 90210, but for the past few
years she’s been known as the host of the Cooking Channel series Dinner at Tiffani’s. Each episode
showcased her classic-with-a-twist recipes and knack for hosting a good time. For three seasons, Tiffani’s
fans were able to fall in love with her all over again. Now, in Pull Up a Chair, readers can bring home
Tiffani's delicious food and warm hospitality. The 125 recipes in this debut cookbook are the kind that bring
people together. Whether it’s Stuffed French Toast or her husband, Brady’s Favorite Short Rib Enchiladas
for family-friendly meals, Curried Deviled Eggs or Boozy Date Milkshakes for special-occasion treats, or
Mom’s Cream Cheese Pie—because you can’t forget dessert! With recipes and tips for pleasing the pickiest
of eaters, feeding a crowd or pulling off a party in your PJs, plus gorgeous photography, Pull Up a Chair will
be the book that fans and avid home cooks alike will want to include in their collection.
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From Reader Review Pull Up a Chair: Recipes from My Family to
Yours for online ebook

Clementine says

The photographs are lovely, and there are a ton of recipes packed into this thing, all of which seem pretty
accessible to home cooks.

Linda says

Beautiful book with personal stories and very enticing recipes. Flipped through and flagged so many recipes
I want to try. Already made her yogurt pancakes; probably the best pancakes I’ve ever made! Nice variety of
family and entertaining recipes.

Heidi says

This cookbook had beautiful photos and the book was very aesthetically pleasing to look at. Her recipes
looked okay although she used a lot of all purpose flour she still seemed to use mostly whole ingredients.
Her kids are adorable in the photos!

Dawn (Left Coast Reader) says

Thank you to HMH and Raincoast Books for the free copy.

Reading PULL UP A CHAIR is more than a cookbook to me. It brings me back to my childhood and young
adult self because I grew up watching Tiffani Thiessen on Saved By the Bell followed by the popular
Beverly Hills 90210. Fast forward twenty-ish years later and Thiessen has penned a debut cookbook bringing
families back to the dinner table connecting them with real food and dinner conversation.

As a mom of three cooking for a family of five I don’t have time to waste experimenting with fad foods that
require exotic ingredients and a lot of time in the kitchen. I’m also a mother of all girls and keenly aware that
dieting and obsessing over weight is not the path I want my girl’s to go down. I’m thrilled to see Thiessen’s
cookbook brimming with real recipes that are not fussy just honest to goodness plans.

I love that she goes back to the cooking roots to make jam – what a lost art, and sharing a simple lunch
recipe such as fresh mozzarella, prosciutto & fig baguette requiring four ingredients as Thiessen aptly refers
to as the ‘Swiss Army knife of lunch’ because of their portability and endless combinations. Dinner is
comprised of the classic and humble bean & ham hock stew, which is one of my favorite comfort meals to
the modernized beef & mushroom stroganoff with creamy polenta – this is not the stroganoff you grew up
eating!

PULL UP A CHAIR has me wanting to slow down and enjoy family meal time and I think you will want to



do the same.

Elizabeth says

Decent, easy recipes. Excellent photos.

Laura Duvall says

Love this cookbook! We made a number of the recipes and were not disappointed. My only complaint was
that the recipes don’t indicate how long it will take to make the item from beginning to end.

Rachel says

want to try:
scones p. 7
✔?cherry & maple granola p. 34
creamy sweet corn soup p. 53
✔?quinoa salad w/ currants & pecans p. 60
four bean chili p. 93
skillet corn bread p. 94
sour cream mashed potatoes p. 112
cauliflower "chorizo" tacos p. 138
gruyere thyme rolls p. 184
cheesy queso p. 187
blue cheese aioli p. 191
curried deviled eggs p. 193
classic guacamole p. 200
peanut butter & chocolate bites p. 231
girl scout cookie icebox cake p. 283

Paige Showalter says

I love this book, the recipes, the ideas and the photos.

Mellie Antoinette says

In production quality alone, this is a 5 ?? cookbook. The recipes are Southern California bright, the choices
are mouth wateringly photographed and there are menu options to entice even the most fearing cooks into the
kitchen! Reserving one star until I get cooking myself. I like to think Tiffani will convince me she’s worth
that extra star at first bite!



Heather Santos says

As a long time fan of Tiffani Thiessen, I was so excited to receive this cookbook as a gift. This cookbook is
full of fun recipes. I cannot wait to try as many of them as possible!

Valerie says

Love her! Lots of these recipes have been on her show but I still loved reading this cookbook!

Bianca says

Love her show on Food Network. Her recipes are fun and easy, and her family stories are charming.

Laura says

This is a beautiful, family-friendly cookbook. There's lots of fresh ingredients, great photos, and she gives
the right amount of backstory to each recipe. The extensive breakfast section was probably my favorite; also
her deserts are on the lighter side and are a little different.

While the ingredients are generally easy to find, many of these dishes are kind of time consuming to make,
so I don't think this is an everyday cookbook. Otherwise, it's worth checking out for a modern twist on a lot
of classics. Also, there's no nutritional information.

Kari says

This cookbook caught my eye as it was from Tiffani Thiessen. After looking at this book, I found out that
apparently she has a cooking show called "Dinner at Tiffani's." I had no idea. Like many others, I watched
her in "Saved by the Bell," and then a few years ago on "White Collar."

What I like about this cookbook is the pictures. When I look at a cookbook, I really like to see pictures of the
food, so I get an idea of what I'm trying to make. The pictures in this book are stunning.

After looking over the recipes, I marked several to give a try. I also like that the ingredients in the recipes
seem like fairly normal ingredients. Sometimes I'll look at a cookbook and a recipe has a bunch of odd
ingredients in them. I don't want to run to the store to buy a bunch of ingredients for one recipe that may or
may not turn out. I like to make a recipe with ingredients I already have, or if it's something I need to
purchase, it's something that I know I can use with something else.

In that past few days I have made the corn chowder soup on page 53, the four-bean chili on page 93, and the



corn bread on page 94. And yes, so far they have turned out. And I have several other pages I have marked to
try later.

I borrowed this book from the library, but this is a book I might actually go out and buy a copy for myself.

More of my book reviews can be found at http://bookswithkari.blogspot.com/

Debbie says

Beautiful photographs for each recipe. Recipies use 'every day' ingredients.


